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BOUNCEBACK DETECTION IN ONLINE 
PRODUCT CONFIGURATION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The invention relates to product configuration, and 
more particularly to providing improved user guiding behav 
ior by eliminating bounceback behavior during an online 
product configuration. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. When configuring a product online, the user is 
typically presented with a number of components or features 
that can be Selected. These Selectable components or fea 
tures are referred to as variables. For each variable, there are 
a number of choices. For example, when configuring a 
personal computer, the user may be asked to Select compo 
nents Such as a processor or a disk drive. For each of these 
components, the user is presented with choices, Such as 500 
MHz, 600 MHz and 700 MHz for the processor component, 
and 10 Gbyte, 20 Gbyte, and 30 Gbyte for the disk drive. 
The set of all choices for a particular variable is referred to 
as the variable's domain. Each choice in the domain is called 
a domain member. Thus, in the example above, the proces 
sor is a variable having a domain that includes members 500 
MHz, 600 MHz and 700 MHz processors. Likewise, the disk 
drive is a variable having a domain that includes members 
10 Gbyte, 20 Gbyte, and 30 Gbyte disk drives. In general, a 
user can select a domain member for each variable of a 
configurable product thereby affording the user desirable 
product flexibility and a positive overall online configuration 
experience. 
0003. During a typical online configuration session, some 
domain members of one or more variables of the config 
urable product are not compatible with Some domain mem 
bers of other variables of that Same product. For instance, 
processor speeds of 500 MHz or lower might not be com 
patible with 30 Gbyte disk drives (for whatever reason). In 
short, not all of the possible combinations of variables 
asSociated with a configurable product are valid. The valid 
ity relationships among the variables are expressed as con 
Straints. Constraint-based configuration ensures that only 
valid choices will prevail in the final configured product. 
This is accomplished through the process of constraint 
propagation. 

0004 More specifically, as the user enters choices for 
each variable in turn, the constraints on those choices are 
propagated throughout the configuration problem associated 
with that particular configuration Session. Variable domain 
members that are incompatible with user choices currently 
entered are derived from the propagated constraints, and can 
be displayed to the user. One way of denoting Such incom 
patibilities is to gray out the incompatible domain members 
on the user's display window, or to Simply remove the 
incompatible domain members from the user's display win 
dow. Thus, selection of the 500 MHZ processor might cause 
the 30 Gbyte disk drive choice to be grayed out on the 
display, or otherwise eliminated from the available valid 
choices. 

0005 Bounceback Problem 
0006. In general, the bounceback problem causes domain 
members to be unnecessarily removed from the possible 
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choices thereby inhibiting the configuration proceSS. For 
example, assume that the 500 MHZ processor is only com 
patible with the 10 and 20 Gbyte disk drives, that the 600 
MHz processor is only compatible with the 20 Gbyte disk 
drive, and that the 700 MHz processor is only compatible 
with the 30 Gbyte disk drive. Given these constraints, 
selection of the 500 MHz processor causes elimination of 
the 30 Gbyte disk drive. This result essentially reflects the 
intended purpose of a configuration System and is not 
problematic. 
0007. However, the 700 MHz processor is only compat 
ible with the 30 GHz disk drive. AS Such, conventional 
constraint propagation causes elimination of the 700 MHz 
processor as well. Thus, the 700 MHZ processor is also 
eliminated because the 500 MHZ processor was chosen. 
Stated in terms of the bounceback problem, the 700 MHz 
processor was grayed out by bounceback propagation of 
constraints caused by the selection of the 500 MHz proces 
sor. Note that if the 700 MHZ processor were selected, the 
500 MHz processor would effectively be deselected and no 
constraint violation would occur. It can be seen, therefore, 
that the elimination of the 700 MHZ processor due to 
bounceback behavior inhibits the configuration proceSS 
thereby adversely affecting the efficiency of a configuration 
System. 

0008 To exacerbate this situation, multiple constraints 
among Several variables form a constraint network of arbi 
trary complexity for many real world constraint-based con 
figuration problems. Propagation over Such a network of 
constraints may engender bounceback behavior through 
propagation routes that are much more elaborate and circui 
tous than the given example above. AS Such, any one 
constraint-based configuration problem will generally 
present a unique Set of bounceback behavior challenges. 
Thus, a bounceback behavior Solution must be flexible in its 
implementation. 

0009. There is a need, therefore, for a configuration 
technique that precludes the elimination of domain members 
based solely on bounceback behavior. The technique should 
provide an efficient and flexible process that detects boun 
ceback behavior for an arbitrary network of constraints. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. One embodiment of the present invention provides 
a method for performing a product configuration, where the 
product configuration is associated with a configuration 
problem defining a number of constraints, one or more 
variables, and domain members associated with each vari 
able. The method includes receiving user input Specifying at 
least one Selected domain member, propagating the con 
Straints over the received user input thereby producing a 
result that identifies incompatibilities between the domain 
members caused by the at least one Selected domain mem 
ber, and modifying the result by detecting and eliminating 
incompatibilities caused Solely by bounceback behavior. 
0011) Another embodiment of the present invention pro 
vides a System for performing a product configuration, 
where the product configuration is associated with a con 
figuration problem defining a number of constraints, one or 
more variables, and domain members associated with each 
variable. The System includes a configuration engine 
adapted to receive user input Specifying at least one Selected 
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domain member and to propagate the constraints over the 
received user input thereby producing a result that identifies 
incompatibilities between the domain members caused by 
the at least one Selected domain member, and a bounceback 
detection module operatively coupled to the configuration 
engine, the bounceback detection module adapted to modify 
the result by detecting and eliminating incompatibilities 
caused solely by bounceback behavior. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a configuration system 
having bounceback detection in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0013 FIG. 2 illustrates a method for detecting and elimi 
nating bounceback behavior associated with a configuration 
problem in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0.014 FIG. 3 illustrates a method for detecting and elimi 
nating bounceback behavior associated with a configuration 
problem in accordance with another embodiment of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0.015 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a configuration system 
having bounceback detection in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. The System includes a 
user side 101 and a configuration side 131 coupled together 
by a network 130. Network 130 can be a local area network 
(e.g., intra-office network) or a wide area network (e.g., 
inter-office network or the Internet). Alternatively, network 
130 can be a hard link, or any other type of communication 
path that allows one computer to communicate with another 
computer (e.g., a wireless communication link). 
0016 System Overview 
0017 User side 101 includes a computer 105 and a user 
interface 110. A page 115 is presented to a user via user 
interface 110. Configuration side 131 includes a computer 
135, a page generation module 140, a configuration engine 
125, and a bounceback detection module 120. In one 
embodiment, configuration Side 131 can be representative of 
an Internet-based Service provider, Such as a virtual com 
puter Store that allows a user to configure and purchase a 
customized computer System online. In Such an embodi 
ment, user Side 101 might be representative of the purchas 
ing user's home or office computer System that is interacting 
with configuration Side 131 via an Internet connection. 
0.018. In response to accessing configuration side 131, the 
user is presented with a configuration page or Set of Such 
pages. The user can then Select various domain members for 
each type of variable that is associated with the target 
product (e.g., a personal computer System). The input pro 
Vided by the user is then transmitted to configuration side 
131 via network 130. Configuration side 131 computes the 
configuration State based on the cumulative user input. This 
configuration State specifies various constraints that are 
asSociated with the cumulative user input. As a result of the 
constraints imposed, various domain members are marked 
as conflicted choices (e.g., grayed out or otherwise elimi 
nated). Note, however, that the user may still be allowed to 
Select Such conflicted choices. 
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0019. When a user selects a domain member marked as 
a conflicted choice, then a constraint violation results. All 
the product choices participating in the constraint violation 
can be marked or otherwise identified accordingly. For 
example, all product choices participating in the resulting 
constraint violation can be presented in a red font on the 
user's display. By showing all product choices that partici 
pate in the constraint violation, the user is effectively guided 
in all the new choices of components. Alternatively, the user 
could be presented with a violation message explaining the 
Scope of the resulting constraint violation. 
0020. In the context of a computer system configuration, 
for example, assume the following: a 500 MHZ processor is 
only compatible with 10 and 20 Gbyte disk drives, a 600 
MHz processor is only compatible with the 20 Gbyte disk 
drive, and a 700 MHz processor is only compatible with a 
30 Gbyte disk drive. Given these constraints, selection of the 
500 MHz processor causes elimination of the 30 Gbyte disk 
drive. Thus, if the user thereafter selects the 30 Gbyte disk 
drive, the constraint is violated Since that Selection is not 
compatible with the selected 500 MHz processor. In such a 
case, a violation message could be communicated to the user 
(e.g., presented on the display of the user's computer). 
0021. In addition, the user-guiding behavior associated 
with the present invention further requires that the mere 
Selection of one domain member of a particular variable 
does not cause the other domain members associated with 
that variable to be eliminated. For instance, the mere Selec 
tion of the 500 MHZ processor does not cause the other 
processor choices to be eliminated. The only condition 
where another processor choice should be eliminated occurs 
when that processor choice is incompatible with Some other 
Set of previously entered user Selections. In the example 
above, there are no other user Selections that would elimi 
nate the 700 MHz processor choice. Thus, the user can select 
the 700 MHz processor instead of the 500 MHz processor. 
Allowing other members of the processor domain to remain 
Selectable provides the user with guidance in eliminating the 
constraint violation caused by selection of the 30 Gbyte disk 
drive. In response to the user selecting the 700 MHz 
processor, the 500 MHZ processor choice is automatically 
deSelected and the constraint violation due to the Selection of 
the 30 Gbyte disk drive is thereby eliminated. 
0022 Components 

0023 The individual components of the system are 
shown for instructional purposes. However, one skilled in 
the art will recognize that Some modules or components may 
actually be integrated or otherwise combined with other 
components or modules. For example, user interface 110 
might be a Software application (e.g., browser) running on 
computer 105. Similarly, page generation module 140, con 
figuration engine 125, and bounceback detection module 
120 can all be software programs running on computer 135. 
Likewise, configuration engine 125 and bounceback detec 
tion module 120 can be implemented as a Single module that 
provides equivalent functionality. Other variations will be 
apparent in light of this disclosure. Note that the user 
interacting with the System may be, for example, a human or 
a machine adapted to interact with the System (e.g., another 
computer System). Further note that a user input may be 
representative of a single user Selection, or a set or accu 
mulation of user Selections. 
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0024 Computer 105 may be any one of a number of 
conventional computing environments adapted to acceSS 
network 130. For example, computer 105 might be a home 
personal computer, an office WorkStation, a laptop config 
ured with a wireleSS Internet connection, or an embedded 
microcontroller. Likewise, computer 105 might be a per 
Sonal digital assistant or a cell phone that is capable of 
receiving communications and displaying them to a user So 
that the user can respond accordingly. In general, computer 
105 can be any processing environment that allows for user 
interaction based on received communications. 

0.025. User interface 110 allows a user to interact with the 
System and can be, for example, a browser or graphical user 
interface that is displayed to a user via a display device (not 
shown) included on user side 101. Page 115 can be presented 
to the user by way of user interface 110. Page 115 can 
include Visual communication Such as controls (e.g., edit 
boxes, list boxes, radio button groups and pull down menus), 
configurable product information, and configuration Status 
information. Recall that each configurable component or 
feature of a product is a variable having a domain of possible 
choices. User interface 110 is an effective means for com 
municating Such configuration information in the form of 
page 115. 
0026. On page 115, for instance, the domain of each 
variable could be displayed to the user as a radio button 
group or pull down menu included on page 115. Considering 
the example above, the three processor choices would be 
shown in the same radio button group, and Selecting the 700 
MHZ processor (e.g., by clicking its associated radio button) 
causes the radio button next to the 500 MHZ processor to 
become deselected. In general, page 115 can include any 
type of textual, graphical, or other information that informs 
the user about the online configuration process. The user can 
then provide input to the System, for example, by manipu 
lating the configuration controls included on page 115. 
0027) Computer 135 of configuration side 131 can be 
representative of any conventional processing environment. 
For example, computer 135 may be a Server, a WorkStation, 
a microcontroller or other Suitable processing environment. 
Page generation module 140 is used to generate pages (e.g., 
page 115) in response to user input provided from user side 
101. The generated pages may be, for example, an entire 
web page, or a portion of a web page. The generated pages 
are served or otherwise provided to user side 101 by page 
generation module 140. 
0028 Configuration engine 125 can have the functional 
ity of any one of a number of available configuration 
engines. One example of a configuration engine is described 
in U.S. Pat. No. 5,745,765 to Paseman, which is herein 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. In general, as a user 
Selects various features of a configurable product, configu 
ration engine 125 determines constraints imposed on that 
product and updates the available product features based on 
those constraints. In one embodiment, the user is allowed to 
Select conflicted choices thereby causing a constraint viola 
tion. The Scope of the constraint violation can then be 
communicated to the user. In this Sense, configuration 
engine 125 prevents invalid configurations and guides the 
user to a Successful final product configuration. 

0029 Bounceback detection module 120 eliminates 
bounceback behavior thereby improving the functionality 
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and user guidance provided by configuration engine 125. 
Bounceback detection module 120 detects bounceback by 
identifying, for each eliminated domain member, the user 
choices whose individual retraction would by itself undo the 
domain member's elimination. Generally Stated, if an elimi 
nated domain member and the user choice that was the Sole 
cause for that domain member's elimination are associated 
with the same variable, then a bounceback has been iden 
tified. An underlying goal of bounceback detection module 
120 is to ensure that a domain member identified as being 
eliminated by bounceback is not grayed out or otherwise 
eliminated. 

0030. In one embodiment, bounceback detection module 
120 effects a bounceback detection process that is associated 
with the following functionality. Each domain member of 
each variable included in a given configuration problem is 
asSociated with a bit vector referred to as a bounceback 
detection bit vector. Each bounceback detection bit vector 
consists of one bit for each variable included in the con 
figuration problem. The bounceback detection process main 
tains the bounceback detection bit vectors during propaga 
tion of the given constraints. Bounceback detection bit 
vectors can be denoted within the process by a bit vector 
start symbol or identifier (e.g., if) followed by the corre 
sponding binary representation. For example, a bit vector 
having a length three bits, each bit being a 1, could be 
denoted by #111. 

0031. The first bit of the bit vector is the rightmost bit, 
and the last bit of the bit vector is the leftmost bit. The 
variables of the configurable product are given a particular 
ordering So that each bit position in a bounceback detection 
bit vector corresponds to a particular variable (e.g., first bit 
corresponds to first variable, Second bit corresponds to 
Second variable, etc.). In general, if in a domain members 
bounceback detection bit vector only the bit that corresponds 
to the variable associated with that domain member is 1 (all 
other bits are 0), then that domain member is not eliminated. 
This is because the pending elimination of that domain 
member is Solely due to bounceback. 

0032. Note that in this embodiment, the bounceback 
detection bit vectors are initially set to all 1's. In addition to 
the bounceback detection bit vectors, a flag (e.g., Boolean 
flag) is allocated for each domain member of each variable. 
These flags are also initialized to an initial value (e.g., false), 
and Set (e.g., true) whenever the corresponding bounceback 
detection bit vector has been Set. The flags are used to 
indicate that the associated domain member is tentatively 
eliminated thereby facilitating propagation of the given 
constraints. AS Such, the flags are referred to as elimination 
flags. However, note that the corresponding bounceback 
detection bit vector can be used to effectively reinstate a 
domain member that was tentatively eliminated because of 
bounceback. In this Sense, a bounceback detection bit vector 
can trump or override a Set elimination flag. 

0033 Detailed examples follow that illustrate three basic 
cases that arise in configuration problems. A first case is 
generally referred to as a bounceback detection with no 
conjunctions or disjunctions, a Second case is generally 
referred to as a bounceback detection over a disjunction, and 
a third case is generally referred to as a bounceback detec 
tion over a conjunction. These fundamental cases are essen 
tially the building blocks of all bounceback detection cases. 
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All more complex cases of bounceback detection are com 
binations of these fundamental cases as will be apparent in 
light of this disclosure. 
0034) Bounceback Detection With No Conjunctions Or 
Disjunctions 
0035) In the following example configuration problem, 
assume a user is configuring a personal computer. The 
problem variables and their respective domains are a CPU 
(700 MHz or 900 MHz), a DiskDrive (20 Gbyte or 40 
Gbyte), and a Memory (64 Mbyte or 128 Mbyte). The 
ordering given to the variables is: variable 1=CPU, variable 
2=DiskDrive, and variable 3=Memory. As there are three 
variables in this particular configuration problem, the boun 
ceback detection bit vector associated with each domain 
member of each variable consists of 3 bits. In addition, 
assume the following constraints (Kn) are given: 

0036) K1: Compatible <CPU, DiskDrives (700 MHz 
20 Gbyte) (900 MHz 40Gbyte)) 

0037. K2: Compatible <DiskDrive, Memory> ((20 
Gbyte 64 MB) (40 GB 128 Mbyte)) 

0.038) K3: Compatible <Memory, CPUs (64 Mbyte 
700 MHz) (128 Mbyte 90 MHz)) 

0039. The first given constraint, K1, states that the 700 
MHz CPU is compatible with the 20 Gbyte DiskDrive, and 
that the 900 MHz CPU is compatible with the 40 Gbyte 
DiskDrive. It can further be stated that the 700 MHZ CPU is 
not compatible with the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive, and that the 
900 MHz CPU is not compatible with the 20 Gbyte Dis 
kDrive. The second given constraint, K2, states that the 20 
Gbyte DiskDrive is compatible with the 64Mbyte Memory, 
and that 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is compatible with the 128 
Mbyte Memory. It can further be stated that the 20 Gbyte 
DiskDrive is not compatible with the 128 Mbyte Memory, 
and that 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is not compatible with the 64 
Mbyte Memory. The third given constraint, K3, states that 
the 64 Mbyte Memory is compatible with the 700 MHz 
CPU, and that the 128 Mbyte Memory is compatible with 
the 900 MHZ CPU. It can further be Stated that the that the 
64 Mbyte Memory is not compatible with the 900 MHz 
CPU, and that the 128 Mbyte Memory is not compatible 
with the 700 MHz CPU. Note that other logical conclusions 
and transformations may be drawn from the given con 
Straints. 

0040 Continuing with the example, assume that the user 
picks the 700 MHz CPU, and sends the selection to the 
configuration side (e.g., user selects the 700 MHz CPU radio 
button and clicks on the Submit button). Once the configu 
ration Side receives the user pick, the configuration System 
propagates the constraints associated with that pick. More 
specifically, the bounceback detection bit vector for the 
domain members of CPU that were not picked (the 900 MHz 
CPU) is set to #001, and the elimination flag associated with 
the 900 MHz is set to true. Setting the bounceback detection 
bit vector associated with the 900 MHZ CPU to iOO1 
indicates that the pick that caused the elimination of the 900 
MHz CPU is the pick associated with variable 1, which in 
this example is the CPU. This is an indication of bounceback 
behavior. Since the only eliminating variable is the variable 
of the eliminated domain member, that domain member is 
not actually eliminated (as indicated by the bounceback 
detection bit vector) despite the associated elimination flag 
being Set. 
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0041 Constraint K1 can now be propagated. The 900 
MHz CPU domain member behaves as if eliminated, since 
its elimination flag is true. Thus, the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is 
eliminated by K1, which can be interpreted to mean: If the 
900 MHZ CPU is eliminated, then the 40 GB DiskDrive 
must be eliminated. The bounceback detection bit vector 
associated with the 900 MHz CPU is therefore propagated to 
the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive (e.g., the bounceback detection bit 
vector associated with the 900 MHz CPU is copied to the 
bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 40 
Gbyte DiskDrive). As such, the bounceback detection vector 
for the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is set to #001. In addition, the 
elimination flag associated with the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is 
set to true. The 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is therefore eliminated. 
The elimination is confirmed by the bounceback detection 
bit vector associated with 40 Gbyte DiskDrive because the 
bit position of that bit vector which corresponds to the 
DiskDrive variable (the second bit) is not the only 1 bit (in 
fact, that bit is not set at all). 
0042 Next, constraint K2 can be propagated. The 40 
Gbyte DiskDrive domain member behaves as if eliminated, 
since its elimination flag is true. Thus, the 128 Mbyte 
Memory is eliminated by K2, which can be interpreted to 
mean: If the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is eliminated, then the 128 
Mbyte Memory must be eliminated. The bounceback detec 
tion bit vector associated with the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is 
therefore propagated to the 128 Mbyte Memory (e.g., the 
bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 40 
Gbyte DiskDrive is copied to the bounceback detection bit 
vector associated with the 128 Mbyte Memory). As such, the 
bounceback detection vector for the 128 Mbyte Memory is 
set to #001. In addition, the elimination flag associated with 
the 128 Mbyte Memory is set to true. The 128 Mbyte 
Memory is therefore eliminated. The elimination is con 
firmed by the bounceback detection bit vector associated 
with 128 Mbyte Memory because the bit position of that bit 
vector which corresponds to the Memory variable (the third 
bit) is not the only 1 bit (in fact, that bit is not set at all). 
0043. Note that the 128 Mbyte Memory is also eliminated 
by K3, which can be interpreted to mean: If the 900 MHz 
CPU is eliminated, then the 128 Mbyte Memory must be 
eliminated. Thus, the bounceback detection bit vector asso 
ciated with the 900 MHz CPU is propagated to the 128 
Mbyte Memory (e.g., the bounceback detection bit vector 
associated with the 900 MHz CPU is copied to the boun 
ceback detection bit vector associated with the 128 Mbyte 
Memory). As such, the bounceback detection vector for the 
128 Mbyte Memory is set to #001 and the 128 Mbyte 
Memory is eliminated, thereby producing the Same result 
described with reference to the propagation of K2. 
0044) Next, constraint K3 can be propagated. The 128 
Mbyte Memory domain member behaves as if eliminated, 
since its elimination flag is true. Thus, the 900 MHz CPU is 
eliminated by K3, which can be interpreted to mean: If the 
128 Mbyte Memory is eliminated, then the 900 MHz CPU 
must be eliminated. The bounceback detection bit vector 
associated with the 128 Mbyte Memory is therefore propa 
gated to the 900 MHz CPU (e.g., the bounceback detection 
bit vector associated with the 128 Mbyte Memory is copied 
to the bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 
900 MHz CPU). As such, the bounceback detection vector 
for the 900 MHZ CPU is set to #001. In addition, the 
elimination flag associated with the 900 MHz CPU is set to 
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true. Note, however, that bounceback detection vector for 
the 900 MHz CPU was already set to #001, and propagation 
of K3 introduced no changes. Further note the 900 MHz 
CPU is not actually eliminated (as indicated by the boun 
ceback detection bit vector) despite the associated elimina 
tion flag being Set) as previously explained. 
0045. As can be seen, the 900 MHz CPU would have 
been eliminated without bounceback detection. Note that 
this example is representative of a spurious elimination in 
that the user could have selected the 900 MHz CPU (thereby 
deselecting the 700 MHz CPU) without violating any con 
straints. Bounceback Detection Over A Disjunction 
0046. In addition to the three problem variables and 
respective domains described above, add a fourth: a Disk 
Controller (DC1, DC2). In addition, assume a fourth con 
straint, K4: Compatible <DiskDrive, DiskControllers ((20 
GB DC1) (40 GB DC2)). Since there are now four variables 
in the problem, the bounceback detection bit vectors will 
consist of four bits instead of the three as in the previous 
example. Assume that the user picks the DC1 DiskControl 
ler in addition to the 700 MHZ CPU as indicated above. 

0047 Once the configuration side receives the user picks, 
the configuration System propagates the constraints associ 
ated with each pick. The discussion with regards to propa 
gating the constraints associated with the 700 MHz CPU 
pick generally applies here as will be apparent in light of this 
disclosure. In addition, the configuration System propagates 
the constraints associated with the DC 1 DiskController. AS 
Such, the bounceback detection bit vector for the domain 
members of DiskController that were not picked (the DC2) 
is set to #1000, and the elimination flag associated with the 
DC2 is set to true. Setting the bounceback detection bit 
vector associated with the DC2 DiskController to #1000 
indicates that the pick that caused the elimination of the DC2 
DiskController is the pick associated with variable 4, which 
in this example is the DiskController. This is an indication 
of bounceback behavior as previously explained. 
0.048 Constraint K1 can now be propagated as described 
above with reference to the "Bounceback Detection With No 
Conjunctions Or Disjunctions' section. Note, however, that 
the bounceback detection bit vector for the 40 Gbyte Dis 
kDrive is set to #0001 (as opposed to #001) thereby account 
ing for the fourth variable, the DiskController. 
0049 Next, constraint K4 can be propagated. Here, 
notice that 40 Mbyte DiskDrive is eliminated for two 
reasons: because of K1 and the fact that the 900 MHZ CPU 
was not chosen, or because of K4 and the fact that the DC2 
was not chosen. Thus a join corresponding to a disjunction 
can be derived from the given constraints. This join could be 
stated logically: if either or both of the 700 MHz CPU or the 
DC1 DiskController are selected, then the 40 Mbyte Dis 
kDrive cannot be Selected. To propagate this join, the 
bounceback detection process logically ANDS the bounce 
back detection bit vector of the 900 MHZ CPU with the 
bounceback detection bit vector of the DC2 DiskController. 
More specifically, #0001 is logically ANDed with #1000 
thereby producing a bounceback detection bit vector of 
#0000 for the 40 Mbyte DiskDrive. The 40 Mbyte Dis 
kDrive is therefore eliminated. The elimination flag associ 
ated with the 40 Mbyte DiskDrive is also set. 
0050. Next, K2 can be propagated as described above 
with reference to the "Bounceback Detection With No 
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Conjunctions Or Disjunctions' section. Note, however, that 
the bounceback detection bit vector for the 128 Mbyte 
Memory is set to #0000 (as opposed to #001) because of the 
disjunction associated with the elimination of the 40 Mbyte 
DiskDrive as explained above with reference to the propa 
gation of K4. The bounceback detection bit vector of #0000 
associated with the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is propagated to the 
128 Mbyte Memory (e.g., the bounceback detection bit 
vector associated with the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is copied to 
the bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 128 
Mbyte Memory). The 128 Mbyte Memory is therefore 
eliminated. 

0051 Next, K3 can be propagated as described above 
with reference to the "Bounceback Detection With No 
Conjunctions Or Disjunctions' section. Note, however, that 
the bounceback detection bit vector for the 900 MHZ CPU 
is set to #0000 (as opposed to #001) because the bounceback 
detection bit vector of #0000 associated with the 128 Mbyte 
Memory is propagated to the 900 MHz CPU (e.g., the 
bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 128 
Mbyte Memory is copied to the bounceback detection bit 
vector associated with the 900 MHz CPU). The 900 MHz 
CPU is therefore eliminated. This elimination is confirmed 
by the bounceback detection bit vector associated with 900 
MHz CPU because the bit position of that bit vector which 
corresponds to the CPU variable (the first bit) is not set to 1. 
0052. In this case, therefore, the 900 MHz CPU has been 
appropriately eliminated as a result of Subsequent constraint 
propagation. Consequently, if the user picks the 900 MHz 
CPU instead of the 700 MHZ CPU, a constraint violation 
would occur because the user has also picked DC1. Simi 
larly, DC2 is also eliminated as a result of Subsequent 
constraint propagation. Note that propagation continues 
until the bounceback detection bit vectors reach quiescence. 
AS Such, bounceback detection bit vectors initially Set to 
indicate bounceback may Subsequently be modified to indi 
cate elimination due to reasons other than bounceback. 

0053 Bounceback Detection Over A Conjunction: 
0054 For this case, assume a configuration problem 
having the following four variables and respective domains: 
a CPU (700 MHz or 900 MHZ), a DiskDrive (20 Gbyte or 
30 Gbyte or 40 Gbyte), a DiskController (DC1 or DC2), and 
a Memory (64 Mbyte or 128 Mbyte). The ordering given to 
the variables is: variable 1=CPU, variable 2=DiskDrive, 
variable 3=DiskController, and variable 4=Memory. As 
there are four variables in this particular configuration 
problem, the bounceback detection bit vector associated 
with each domain member of each variable consists of 4 bits. 
The bounceback detection bit vector could be verbally 
described (excluding the commas) by: #Memory bit, Disk 
Controller bit, DiskDrive bit, CPU bit. In addition, assume 
the following constraints (Kn) are defined: 
0055 K1: Compatible.<CPU, DiskDrives (700 MHz (20 
GB 30 GB)) (900 MHz (30 GB 40 GB))) 

0056 K2: Compatible.<DiskController, 
((DC130 GB) (DC2 (20 GB 40 GB)) 

DiskDrives 

0057) K3: Compatible.<Memory, DiskDrived ((64 MB20 
GB) (128 MB (30 GB 40 GB))) 

0.058 K4: Compatible.<CPU, Memory> (700 MHz 64 
MB) (900 MHz 128 MB)) 
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0059) The first given constraint, K1, states that the 700 
MHz CPU is compatible with either the 20 Gbyte DiskDrive 
or the 30 Gbyte DiskDrive, and that the 900 MHz CPU is 
compatible with either the 30 Gbyte DiskDrive or the 40 
Gbyte DiskDrive. It can further be stated that the 700 MHz 
CPU is not compatible with the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive, and 
that the 900 MHz CPU is not compatible with the 20 Gbyte 
DiskDrive. The second given constraint, K2, states that the 
DC1 is compatible with the 30 Gbyte DiskDrive, and that 
DC2 is compatible with either the 20 Gbyte DiskDrive or the 
40Gbyte DiskDrive. It can further be stated that the DC1 is 
not compatible with either the 20 Gbyte DiskDrive or the 40 
Gbyte DiskDrive, and that DC2 is not compatible with the 
30 Gbyte DiskDrive. The third given constraint, K3, states 
that the 64Mbyte Memory is compatible with the 20 Gbyte 
DiskDrive, and that the 128 Mbyte Memory is compatible 
with either the 30 Gbyte DiskDrive or the 40 Gbyte Dis 
kDrive. It can further be stated that the that the 64 Mbyte 
Memory is not compatible with either the 30 Gbyte Dis 
kDrive or the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive, and that the 128 Mbyte 
Memory is not compatible with the 20 Gbyte DiskDrive. 
The fourth given constraint, K4, states that the 64 Mbyte 
Memory is compatible with the 700 MHz CPU, and that the 
128 Mbyte Memory is compatible with the 900 MHz CPU. 
It can further be stated that the that the 64 Mbyte Memory 
is not compatible with the 900 MHz CPU, and that the 128 
Mbyte Memory is not compatible with the 700 MHz CPU. 
Other logical conclusions and transformations may be drawn 
from the given constraints. 
0060 Assume that the user has selected the 700 MHz 
CPU and the DC2 DiskController. Once the configuration 
Side receives the user picks, the configuration System propa 
gates the constraints associated with each pick. AS Such, the 
bounceback detection bit vector for the 900 MHZ CPU is set 
to #0001, and the associated elimination flag is set. Like 
wise, the bounceback detection bit vector for the DC1 
DiskController is set to #0100, and the associated elimina 
tion flag is Set. Next, constraint K1 can be propagated. AS a 
result, the 40 Gbyte DiskDrive is eliminated (because of the 
700 MHz CPU selection), and its bounceback detection bit 
vector is set to #0001, and its associated elimination flag is 
Set. Next, constraint K2 can be propagated. This results in 
the elimination of the 30 Gbyte DiskDrive (because of the 
DC2 selection). The bounceback detection bit vector asso 
ciated with the 30 Gbyte DiskDrive is set to #0100, and the 
asSociated elimination flag is also Set. 
0061 Next, constraint K3 is propagated, with the result 
that the 128 Mbyte Memory is eliminated. This elimination 
occurs because both the 30 Gbyte and the 40 Gbyte Dis 
kDrives have been eliminated. Thus, a join corresponding to 
a conjunction is can be derived from the given constraints. 
This join could be stated logically: if both of the DC2 
DiskController and the 700 MHZ CPU are selected, then the 
128 Mbyte Memory cannot be selected. To propagate this 
join, the bounceback detection proceSS logically ORS the 
bounceback detection bit vector for the 30 Gbyte (eliminated 
by selection of the DC2 DiskController) and 40 Gbyte 
(eliminated by selection of the 700 MHz CPU) DiskDrives 
thereby yielding a bounceback detection bit vector of #0101 
for the 128 Mbyte Memory. The elimination flag associated 
with the 128 Mbyte Memory is also set. 
0.062 Next, constraint K4 is propagated. As the elimina 
tion flag associated with the 128 Mbyte Memory is set, the 
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900 MHz CPU is also tentatively eliminated. The bounce 
back detection bit vector of the 900 MHZ CPU is set to 
#0101 (since its elimination is necessitated by the elimina 
tion of the 128 Mbyte Memory, which has a bounceback 
detection bit vector is #0101). The elimination flag associ 
ated with the 900 MHZ CPU is also Set. The 900 MHZ CPU 
is not really eliminated, however, because the bit in its 
bounceback detection bit vector corresponding to its vari 
able (the first bit) is set to 1. Notice that if the user selected 
the 900 MHz CPU, thereby deselecting the 700 MHz CPU, 
this would not lead to a constraint violation, and so the 900 
MHz CPU is appropriately not eliminated. 
0063. The three example cases above illustrate bounce 
back detection in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. For each Selected variable, the bounce 
back detection bit vectors of the not Selected domain mem 
bers are initially set to the variable's identifier. Propagation 
of bounceback detection bit vectors can be accomplished by 
copying the bounceback detection bit vectors. Propagation 
of a join corresponding to a conjunction (AND) is achieved 
by logically ORing the corresponding bounceback detection 
bit vectors. Propagation of a join corresponding to a dis 
junction (OR) is achieved by logically ANDing the corre 
sponding bounceback detection bit vectors. Bounceback is 
detected when a domain member's bounceback detection bit 
vector has the bit corresponding to the domain members 
variable Set to 1. Such domain members are not eliminated. 

0064 Generally, note that in all cases bounceback detec 
tion is indicated when a domain member's bounceback 
detection bit vector has a 1 bit in the bit position that 
corresponds to the variable associated with that domain 
member. The values of the other bit positions for that domain 
member's bounceback detection bit vector will depend on 
factorS Such as the received user Selections and the degree to 
which the given constraints have been propagated. 
0065 FIG. 2 illustrates a method for detecting and elimi 
nating bounceback behavior associated with a configuration 
problem in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. This method may be implemented, for example, 
by the system illustrated in FIG. 1. However, other con 
figuration Systems may also beneficially employ the method 
as will be apparent in light of this disclosure. The present 
invention is not intended to be limited to any one type of 
configuration System. ASSume the configuration problem 
defines a number of variables, the respective domains of 
each of those variables, and a number of constraints. 
0066. In response to a user request, the method begins 
with generating 205 a page that provides user Selectable 
features for a configurable product, and providing 210 the 
page to the user. In the system embodiment shown in FIG. 
1, page generation module 140 can be used to carry out Steps 
205 and 210. Once the user receives the page and provides 
a number of Selections, then the method proceeds with 
receiving 215 the user Selections. The user Selections may 
include a number of Selected features where domain mem 
bers for two or more variables are provided. Alternatively, 
the user Selections may include a single selected feature (a 
domain member of one variable). 
0067. The method further includes propagating 220 the 
constraints associated with the configurable product over the 
received user Selections. The result of this propagation 
identifies incompatibilities between various product features 
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given the current configuration State. The current configu 
ration State represents the aggregate of received user Selec 
tions at any one point in time during the configuration 
process. In the system embodiment shown in FIG. 1, 
configuration engine 125 can be used to effect step 220. 
0068. The method further continues with modifying 225 
the result of propagating the constraints by detecting and 
eliminating constraints caused by bounceback behavior. In 
the system embodiment shown in FIG. 1, bounceback 
detection module 120 can be used to effect step 225. The 
method may further include generating 230 a new page 
where the product features identified as incompatible with 
previously provided user Selections are grayed out. Note, 
however, that product features eliminated Solely due to 
bounceback are not grayed out. The method proceeds with 
providing 235 the new page to the user, and repeating 240 
steps 215 through 235 until the product configuration is 
complete. 

0069 FIG. 3 illustrates a method for detecting and elimi 
nating bounceback behavior associated with a configuration 
problem in accordance with another embodiment of the 
present invention. This method may be implemented, for 
example, by a module combining the functionality of the 
bounceback detection module 120 and the configuration 
engine 125 of the system illustrated in FIG. 1. This com 
bination module may be implemented in hardware, Software, 
firmware or any combination thereof. For example, the 
described method steps can be carried out by a set of 
Software instructions running on a conventional computer 
System or Server. ASSume the configuration problem defines 
a number of variables, the respective domains of each of 
those variables, and a number of constraints. 
0070 The method begins with initializing 305 a bounce 
back detection bit vector for each domain member of each 
variable, and initializing 310 an elimination flag for each 
domain member. The method further includes receiving 315 
a domain member Selection for a particular variable. Note 
that any number of domain member Selections for a corre 
sponding number of variables can be received, depending on 
the user. The following StepS can be performed for each 
domain member Selection received. For discussion pur 
poses, however, assume that one domain member Selection 
is received. 

0071 For the variable associated with the selected 
domain member, the method proceeds with setting 320 the 
bounceback detection bit vector of each non-Selected 
domain member for that variable. Each set bounceback 
detection bit vector will thereby indicate that the variable 
asSociated with the Selected domain member is responsible 
for elimination of the non-selected domain members. This 
Setting can be used, therefore, to indicate that the non 
Selected domain members were eliminated because of boun 
ceback behavior. 

0072 The method further includes setting 325 the elimi 
nation flag of each non-Selected domain member of the 
variable associated with the Selected domain member. Each 
of these elimination flags can be used to indicate that its 
asSociated domain member is tentatively eliminated thereby 
facilitating propagation of the given constraints. Recall, 
however, that the corresponding bounceback detection bit 
vector can be used to effectively reinstate a domain member 
that was Solely eliminated because of bounceback behavior. 
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0073. The method further includes propagating 330 the 
given constraints to identify eliminated domain members of 
the variables, and setting 335 the bounceback detection bit 
vector of those eliminated domain members to reflect the 
variable causing their elimination. In one embodiment, Step 
335 is achieved by propagating the relevant bounceback 
detection bit vectors as earlier described in reference to three 
fundamental cases: bounceback detection with no conjunc 
tions or disjunctions, bounceback detection over a disjunc 
tion, and bounceback detection over a conjunction. In short, 
the bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 
domain member that is causing the elimination of another 
domain member is copied or otherwise propagated to the 
bounceback detection bit vector associated with the domain 
member being eliminated. Propagation of a join correspond 
ing to a conjunction (AND) is achieved by logically ORing 
the corresponding bounceback detection bit vectors, while 
propagation of a join corresponding to a disjunction (OR) is 
achieved by logically ANDing the corresponding bounce 
back detection bit vectors. The method further includes 
setting 340 the elimination flag of each of the eliminated 
domain members. 

0074. Upon completion of the method (for any number of 
domain selections provided by a user), a new configuration 
page can then be generated and presented to the user. The 
product features identified as incompatible with previously 
provided user Selections are grayed out on the new page. 
Note, however, that product features eliminated Solely due to 
bounceback are not grayed out. The method may be repeated 
each time the user Submits one or more new domain Selec 
tions. 

0075. In an alternative embodiment of the present inven 
tion, bounceback detection is performed with a multiple pass 
approach. More specifically, constraint propagation is per 
formed N+1 times, where N is equal to the number of 
variables for which user choices have been entered thus far. 
For each of the individual N variables, domain reductions 
are computed by propagating all of the user choices except 
the user choice associated with that individual variable. 
Thus, N iterations of propagation are performed. Each 
iteration is referred to as a pass. The aggregate effect of these 
N passes is that the remaining domain members for each 
variable are identified. Then, a final pass (the N+1 pass) 
where all of the user choices are represented is made in order 
to detect contradictions (e.g., a user choice that is not 
included in any of the reduced domains). 
0076. The foregoing description of the embodiments of 
the invention has been presented for the purposes of illus 
tration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or 
to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many 
modifications and variations are possible in light of the 
above teaching. It is intended that the Scope of the invention 
be limited not by this detailed description, but rather by the 
claims appended hereto. 

1-26. (canceled) 
27. A method for performing a product configuration, the 

product configuration associated with a configuration prob 
lem defining a number of constraints, one or more variables, 
and domain members associated with each variable, the 
method comprising: 

(a) receiving user input specifying at least one Selected 
domain member; 
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(b) propagating the constraints over the received user 
input thereby producing a result that identifies incom 
patibilities between the domain members caused by the 
at least one Selected domain member; and 

(c) modifying the result by detecting and eliminating 
incompatibilities caused Solely by bounceback behav 
ior. 

28. The method of claim 27, further comprising: 
generating a configuration page based on the modified 

result So that domain members identified as being 
incompatible due to bounceback behavior are not 
marked as conflicted choices on the configuration page; 
and providing the configuration page to the user. 

29. The method of claim 27, further comprising: 
repeating (a), (b), and (c) included in the method until the 

product configuration is complete. 
30. The method of claim 27, wherein the method is 

implemented by a set of Software instructions running on a 
computer. 

31. A System for performing a product configuration, the 
product configuration associated with a configuration prob 
lem defining a number of constraints, one or more variables, 
and domain members associated with each variable, the 
System comprising: 

a configuration engine adapted to receive user input 
Specifying at least one Selected domain member and to 
propagate the constraints over the received user input 
thereby producing a result that identifies incompatibili 
ties between the domain members caused by the at least 
one Selected domain member; and 

a bounceback detection module operatively coupled to the 
configuration engine, the bounceback detection module 
adapted to modify the result by detecting and eliminat 
ing incompatibilities caused Solely by bounceback 
behavior. 

32. The system of claim 31, further comprising: 
a page generation module operatively coupled to the 

configuration engine, the page generation module 
adapted to generate a configuration page based on the 
modified result So that domain members identified as 
being incompatible due to bounceback behavior are not 
marked as conflicted choices on the configuration page, 
and to provide the configuration page to the user. 

33. The system of claim 31, wherein the configuration 
engine and the bounceback detection module are imple 
mented by a set of Software instructions running on a 
computer. 

34. A method for performing a product configuration, the 
product configuration associated with a configuration prob 
lem defining a number of constraints, one or more variables, 
and domain members associated with each variable, the 
method comprising: 

receiving user input Specifying at least one Selected 
domain member; 

propagating the constraints over the received user input 
thereby producing a result that identifies incompatibili 
ties between the domain members caused by the at least 
one Selected domain member; 

modifying the result by detecting and eliminating incom 
patibilities caused solely by bounceback behavior; 
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generating a configuration page based on the modified 
result So that domain members identified as being 
incompatible due to bounceback behavior are not 
marked as conflicted choices on the configuration page; 
providing the configuration page to the user; and 

repeating the receiving, propagating, modifying, generat 
ing, and providing StepS until the product configuration 
is complete. 

35. A method for detecting bounceback behavior associ 
ated with a configuration problem, the configuration prob 
lem defining a number of constraints, one or more variables, 
and domain members associated with each variable, the 
method comprising: 

(a) receiving a domain member Selection for a particular 
variable; 

(b) setting a bounceback detection bit vector associated 
with each non-Selected domain member of the particu 
lar variable So that each of those bounceback detection 
bit vectors indicates bounceback behavior; 

(c) setting an elimination flag associated with each non 
Selected domain member of the particular variable SO 
that each of those elimination flags indicates that its 
asSociated domain member is tentatively eliminated; 

(d) propagating the constraints to identify eliminated 
domain members of the variables; 

(e) setting the bounceback detection bit vector of the 
eliminated domain members to indicate which variable 
caused their elimination; and 

(f) Setting the elimination flag of each of the other 
eliminated domain members. 

36. The method of claim 35, further comprising prelimi 
nary Steps of 

initializing the bounceback detection bit vector for each 
domain member of each variable; and 

initializing the elimination flag for each domain member 
of each variable. 

37. The method of claim 35, wherein receiving the 
domain member Selection includes receiving a plurality of 
domain member Selections associated with a corresponding 
number of particular variables, and the Setting and propa 
gation Steps of the method are performed for each of the 
domain member Selections. 

38. The method of claim 35, wherein bounceback detec 
tion bit vectors that indicate bounceback behavior indicate 
that the particular variable associated with the Selected 
domain member is responsible for elimination of the non 
Selected, domain members. 

39. The method of claim 35, further comprising: 
confirming the tentative elimination of a non-Selected 

domain member in response to the bounceback detec 
tion bit vector associated with that non-Selected domain 
member not indicating bounceback behavior as a result 
of Subsequent constraint propagation. 

40. The method of claim 35, further comprising: 
overriding the tentative elimination of a non-Selected 

domain member in response to the bounceback detec 
tion bit vector associated with that non-Selected domain 
member indicating bounceback behavior despite Sub 
Sequent constraint propagation. 
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41. The method of claim 35, wherein the step for setting 
the bounceback detection bit vector of an eliminated domain 
member to indicate which variable caused that domain 
member's elimination includes: 

based on the constraints, identifying a domain member 
causing the eliminated domain member to be elimi 
nated; and 

copying the bounceback detection bit vector associated 
with the identified domain member to the bounceback 
detection bit vector associated with the eliminated 
domain member. 

42. The method of claim 35, wherein the step for setting 
the bounceback detection bit vector of an eliminated domain 
member to indicate which variable caused that domain 
member's elimination includes: 

based on the constraints, identifying a join corresponding 
to a disjunction; 

logically ANDing the bounceback detection bit vectors 
asSociated with the domain members included in the 
join thereby producing a resulting bounceback detec 
tion bit vector; and 

copying the resulting bounceback detection bit vector to 
the bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 
eliminated domain member. 

43. The method of claim 35, wherein the step for setting 
the bounceback detection bit vector of an eliminated domain 
member to indicate which variable caused that domain 
member's elimination includes: 

based on the constraints, identifying a join corresponding 
to a conjunction; 

logically ORing the bounceback detection bit vectors 
asSociated with the domain members included in the 
join thereby producing a resulting bounceback detec 
tion bit vector; and 

copying the resulting bounceback detection bit vector to 
the bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 
eliminated domain member. 

44. The method of claim 35, further comprising: 
generating a configuration page based on the constraints 

So that domain members identified as being eliminated 
due to bounceback behavior are not marked as con 
flicted choices on the configuration page, and 

providing the configuration page to a user. 
45. The method of claim 35, wherein (a)-(f) of the method 

are repeated each time a user Submits one or more new 
domain member Selections. 

46. The method of claim 35, wherein the method is 
implemented by a set of Software instructions running on a 
computer. 

47. A method for detecting and eliminating bounceback 
behavior associated with a configuration problem, the con 
figuration problem defining a number of constraints, one or 
more variables, and domain members associated with each 
variable, the method comprising: 

initializing a bounceback detection bit vector for each 
domain member of each variable; 

initializing a elimination flag for each domain member of 
each variable; 
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receiving a domain member Selection for a particular 
variable; 

Setting the bounceback detection bit vector associated 
with each non-Selected domain member of the particu 
lar variable So that each of those bounceback detection 
bit vectors indicates bounceback behavior; 

Setting the elimination flag associated with each non 
Selected domain member of the particular variable SO 
that each of those elimination flags indicates that its 
asSociated domain member is tentatively eliminated; 

propagating the constraints to identify eliminated domain 
members of the variables; 

setting the bounceback detection bit vector of the elimi 
nated domain members to indicate which variable 
caused their elimination; and Setting the elimination 
flag of each of the other eliminated domain members. 

48. The method of claim 47, wherein the step for setting 
the bounceback detection bit vector of an eliminated domain 
member to indicate which variable caused that domain 
member's elimination includes: 

based on the constraints, identifying a domain member 
causing the eliminated domain member to be elimi 
nated; and 

copying the bounceback detection bit vector associated 
with the identified domain member to the bounceback 
detection bit vector associated with the eliminated 
domain member. 

49. The method of claim 47, wherein the step for setting 
the bounceback detection bit vector of an eliminated domain 
member to indicate which variable caused that domain 
member's elimination includes: 

based on the constraints, identifying ajoin corresponding 
to a disjunction; logically ANDing the bounceback 
detection bit vectors associated with the domain mem 
bers included in the join thereby producing a resulting 
bounceback detection bit vector; and 

copying the resulting bounceback detection bit vector to 
the bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 
eliminated domain member. 

50. The method of claim 47, wherein the step for setting 
the bounceback detection bit vector of an eliminated domain 
member to indicate which variable caused that domain 
member's elimination includes: 

based on the constraints, identifying a join corresponding 
to a conjunction; logically ORing the bounceback 
detection bit vectors associated with the domain mem 
bers included in the join thereby producing a resulting 
bounceback detection bit vector; and 

copying the resulting bounceback detection bit vector to 
the bounceback detection bit vector associated with the 
eliminated domain member. 

51. The method of claim 47, wherein the method is 
implemented by a set of Software instructions running on a 
computer. 

52. A method for performing a product configuration, the 
method comprising: 

receiving user input Specifying at least a first domain 
member of a plurality of domain members, the plurality 
of domain members being associated with a variable of 
the product configuration; 
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propagating one or more constraints associated with the 
received user input to produce a result that identifies a 
potential incompatibility of a Second domain member 
of the plurality of domain members, the one or more 
constraints characterizing limits on the product con 
figuration, wherein the potential incompatibility is 
caused Solely by the Specification of the first domain 
member and constraint propagation resulting from the 
Specification of the first domain member; and 

modifying the result by eliminating the potential incom 
patibility. 

53. The method of claim 52, wherein the constraint 
propagation involves at least one other variable of the 
product configuration. 

54. A System for performing a product configuration, the 
System comprising: 
means for receiving user input Specifying at least a first 

domain member of a plurality of domain members, the 
plurality of domain members being associated with a 
first variable of the product configuration; 

means for identifying an incompatibility in the product 
configuration, the incompatibility being based on the 
user input and propagation of constraints of the product 
configuration, the identification excluding any incom 
patibilities caused Solely by bounceback behavior; and 

producing a result including the identified incompatibility. 
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55. A computer readable medium including computer 
code Stored thereupon, the computer code comprising: 

a code Segment configured for receiving user input Speci 
fying at least a first domain member of a plurality of 
domain members, the plurality of domain members 
being associated with a variable of the product con 
figuration; 

a code Segment configured for propagating one or more 
constraints associated with the received user input to 
produce a result that identifies an potential incompat 
ibility of a second domain member of the plurality of 
domain members, the constraints characterizing limits 
on the product configuration; and 

a code Segment configured for modifying the result by 
eliminating the potential incompatibility, if the poten 
tial incompatibility is caused Solely by the Specification 
of the first domain member and constraint propagation 
resulting from the Specification of the first domain 
member. 


